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Editorial 
 

We have started the next Sanskrit year of vijaya. As the name goes, we can say beyond 

that efforts put towards any initiatives or any goals will be successful. Of course, any 

initiative is successful if the appropriate effort is put. But how do we know how much effort 

to put? If it is a team batting second in cricket, then the goal will be known and therefore 

appropriate effort can be put. But many times in life, everything is uncertain and therefore 

we will not have any idea about what effort to put in order to achieve a goal. 

 

Then what can be done? 

We definitely cannot put more than 100% effort in achieving the goal as this is unheard of, 

except from realized masters. Therefore the alternative available with us is to find an 

auspicious time which would lead to almost half success towards the goal. Thus the part of 

astrology which deals with muhurta or auspicious time for events including house-warming, 

marriage etc. It is said and proved through worldly experience that any activity that is 

started or performed during the brahma muhurta (morning 3:30 to 5:30 am) is very 

auspicious and therefore will lead to fulfillment of the goal (or successful completion of the 

activity).  

 

Many people look at astrology or related sciences to be mere humbug and coincidences 

when they prove to be correct in their predictions. The science of the world cannot explain 

clearly even how the world has come into existence, how many planets have life in them 

etc. If it is argued that these are things beyond one’s control, then even the functioning of a 

heart cannot be properly understood by today’s scientists (or doctors). A very hale and 

hearty person suddenly has a heart-attack and dies. There is no scope for him to get heart-

attack but still he gets an attack. A person who is very prone to heart-attack (probably after 

having one or two attacks) lives for a long period of time without any problem to his heart. 

Thus today’s sciences only have questions and assumptions rather than answers and clear 

clarifications. On the contrary the science of astrology has been proven through practice 

(though true practitioners of astrology are rare to find). By being part of the Vedas, this 

science also has been tested time and again by various realized masters. But still many 

people see it with an eye of doubt (or as if something is wrong in astrology).  
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Yes only Brahmaa the creation can clearly say what will happen in the future but at least if 

problems can be predicted to happen in varying degrees, a person will be able to put more 

effort into activities to ensure that success is achieved.  

 

Anything and everything in the world has a purpose or utility – it is just a matter of how we 

approach it or our perspective. With the right perspective we will be able to progress 

towards the goal of moksha through our sadhana, knowledge and averting dangers through 

this science of astrology. Such a person who uses all that is available to him alone will be 

able to achieve the goal of moksha (the ultimate goal of life that is sought by each and 

every person in the world). 

 

May we all strive to learn, implement and spread this science of astrology so that it will 

benefit oneself and others in order to progress towards the goal of moksha; thereby may we 

all get rid of all sorrows and ever rejoice in bliss here and now itself. 
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Jyothisha Vivaranam 
 

Astangata or Combustion  

Definition for combustion: 

As per Brihat jataka of varahamihira chapter 7 

A planet is said to be in astangata if it disappear within a particular limit from the sun. The 

rays of the planet are hindered by sun’s rays. 

 

As we know that there are illuminating planets in the solar system i.e the sun and the 

moon. But the moon derives its illumination from the sun. So the sun alone is the brightest 

planet and illuminating body. 

 

When a planet is in close proximity to the sun it loses its rays. When an object is brought 

very close to fire, the object will be burnt off, based on the time it is in contact with fire. As 

long as the object is far enough to be illuminated by the light from fire then the object is 

good. This is what happened when the planet in the solar system come near to illuminator. 

Each planet has a particular degree within which if its present from the sun will be 

combustion or astangata.   

 

Below are the degrees of combustion for the planets 

Mars    -- 17 degrees from sun ,in retrograde 8 degrees 

Mercury   -- 14 , in retrograde  12 degree 

Jupiter    -- 11 also same in retrograde 

Venus     --10 , in retrograde   --8 

Saturn     --15 

Moon      --12 

 

Rahu and Ketu are not treated for combustion as they are mathematical points. 

 

Effects of Combustion 

� Each planet has its duration of dasa in life span of a person. This gives good or bad 

effects to the person based on the horoscope. Like venus period for 20 yrs, moon 

period for 10 yrs, sun for 7 yrs etc. If a planet is in combustion, it looses one half of 

his period. But no reduction be made for mars, or Saturn or venus.  Any combust 
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planet will not give good results for which the planet stands. The significations of the 

planet will suffer. The yogas formed by the planet in combustion are nullified. Effects 

of the planet in combustion will be same as in debilitation. 

� If venus is in combustion based on the above set degrees, then it fails to provide 

good worldly pleasures, vehicle facility. Marriage will be delayed and person will not 

be quiet interested in marriage. Some people even won’t marry depending on other 

condition. 

� If mars is combust with sun, its not at all good for father. Mars is a dead enemy of 

sun and based on other factors in chart, the person’s father may expire soon or face 

lot of problems and will be staying away from the person. 

� If moon be combust with sun, then would cause lot of mental worries, eye problems, 

As sun represents father and moon represents mother, father and mother would 

constantly quarrel and will not go well together.  

� If Saturn is combust then the person father suffers and is prone to heart attack. 

� If mercury is with sun and combust, which is generally so, the person will be highly 

intellectual. 

� Jupiter also suffers from rays of sun and its good is reduced based on the degrees. 

� If 2nd and 11th lords are in combustion, the person suffers from poverty. 

� Even food is denied to a person suffering from combustion of 2nd and 11th lord. 

� If 5th lord is combust there will be no children, if they are born also they will leave 

the world soon.  

� If 7th lord is combust person will have sick wives or many wives. 

� If 3rd lord, 8th lord and Saturn be combust, the person will have short life.  

� In pravrijya yoga leading to ascetism, in the four planet combination, if all planets 

loose their strength due to combustion due to sun, the native will enter holy order as 

signified by sun and become a tapasvi. 
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Bhava Vivaranam - 4 
 

One of the important kendras in a chart for comforts happiness and vehicles in life is the 

fourth house.  After Lagna this is the next Kendra. It’s the seat of many comforts in life. 

Every one wants happiness in life and comforts too. All plan life to lead it comfortably. This 

house shows us how much comforts we are destined to in life. If the 4th lord is strong and 

has good aspects and also the 4th house has benefics in it, then the person will have good 

comforts and happiness in life. It’s a house of good significations. Mother and relation with 

mother, problems for mother can be determined. If moon is strong and well placed and has 

good aspects, person will have good relation with mother and his mother will be having 

good health, will live long and have good life. Whether we can ever buy and maintain a 

vehicle or will we have problems with vehicles is deciphered from this house. Venus is the 

karaka for vehicles. So if venus and moon are strong and well positioned in a horoscope, 

person will be having vehicles. Based on the strength one may be having many vehicles to 

palanquins. For buying a house to having mansions to acquiring a throne is determined by 

the 4th lord along with the 9th and lagna lord. Exalted planet in 4th and mars if strong and 

placed in 11th person acquires kingdom.  Some people in life lead a homeless life. From birth 

they are away from home and parents, this is due to weak 4th house long with 9th house and 

moon. 

 

The karaka for 4th house is moon. Moon also represents mother. 4th house is also house of 

mother. From medical perspective 4th stands for heart, chest, lungs and breasts. If 4th house 

has sun and Saturn combination, person may be said to have heart attacks or related heart 

problems or chest related problems. Conflicts at home also shown by enemies residing in 4th 

house. Moon being the karaka of the house, should not be in 4th house. This will lead to 

problems for mother. If 4th lord is 12th or dusthana , its not good for the persons mother. 

Also the person will be away from home most times in life. Benefics in Kendra is good for 

worldly life. The person will have support in life. Fourth lord in its own house does not 

improve the significations of the house. If moon and 4th lord are in Kendra or kona, they 

gives better results. Many benefics in 4th house will always keep a person happy.  

 

Fourth is also the seat of knowledge and education. Mercury Jupiter and venus situated so 

,will bestow the person with supreme knowledge . The person will be well educated and will 
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be intelligent. Malefics in 4th house cause sorrow and suffering to the native and cause 

discomfort in life. 

 

Benefics in fourth house also means a person will be involved in holyworks. A pure minded 

person is also represented by fourth house. Benefics in 4th house or exalted planets in 

fourth or 4th lord exalted means a person will be pure at heart. 

 

Features of 4th bhava 

Jataka parijata vol 3 – chapter 12th  

 

Acquisition of learning, the welfare of the mother, happiness, sweet smelling substances, 

relations, mental happiness, vehicles, lands, houses arise from the 4th bhava  

 

House 

Brihat parasara hora sastra – Vol1, chapter 15th  

 

If the 10th lord and 4th lord join together in a Kendra or in a trine, the native will acquire 

beautiful mansions. 
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Chart 1 -- Aishwarya Rai Bacchan 

 

 

Analysis : Above chart is of Aishwarya Rai Bacchan’s . We all know she has mansions. 

 

The 4th lord from lagna is Saturn and is in the 9th house of luck. The 10th lord from lagna is 

moon. Moon is in 3rd house aspected by Saturn. The 4th lord is in 9th which is a trikona and 

aspected by moon the 10th lord.  Thus she lives in mansions and having good amenities. 

 

 

Relatives 

 

 

Mercury is in the ascendant and 4th lord is aspected by benefics or associated with benefics, 

the native will be honoured by relatives. 
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Chart 2  

 

 

Analysis :   As we can see mercury which is the  5th and 8th lord is in lagna. 4th lord is venus 

and is in Kendra aspected by Jupiter. Saturn is the lagna lord in lagna. So both the 

conditions are fulfilled here.  

 

The above person was respected well by entire family. Though he commited many mistakes 

in life, all would support in family. All relatives would respect him inspte of all that and we 

can see that he has the yoga. 

 

Jataka parijata vol 3 – chapter 12th   

 

 

 

A person will befriend his relative if 4th lord is in Kendra or kona or 11th bhava, free from 

malefic aspects. 
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Learning 

Jataka parijata vol 3 – chapter 12th  

 

 

 

When the 4th bhava is occupied by its lord and has benefic aspects and associations the 

person born will be known for his learning and humility. Same will be result if mercury is 

strongest and if 4th lord is well placed.  

 

If 4th lord is in dusthana learning or associated with malefics, the person will be devoid of 

learning. 

 

 

 

If lord of 4th bhava, Jupiter and mercury are in dusthanas like 3rd, 6th , 8th or 12th  from 

lagna or in inimical signs , the person will be devoid of learning’s , intelligence and 

judgement.  But if these planets are in Kendra or kona and are in exaltation or own houses 

person will be well educated, fortunate, will be favourite of kings and emperors. 
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Chart 3 

 

 

Analysis : From lagna 4th lord sun is exalted but is in 12th house. Jupiter is in 5th house a 

trikona and mercury is in 12th house with sun exalted. 

 

From moon the 4th lord is Jupiter is in a Kendra and mercury is in trikona 5th house. Also 

Mercury is with an exalted planet sun.  

 

5th house which also stands for intellect and mind is flooded with all planets, showing the 

diverse mental capabilities of the person. 

 

This person studied away from home and was most of time away from home, due to 4th lord 

being in the 12th house. But as 4th lord is exalted, Mercury has gained 7 points in the 

astakavarga. All this has made him very intelligent and having good judgements and 

studied a lot. 

 

He has studied the sastras and is adept in them. He is familiar with various angas of the 

sastras also like astrology, tarka sastra etc. He sings, composes songs and tunes songs. He 

is a great writer and composer of devotional songs in classical music. He has written many 

articles on Vedanta and participated in many debates on Vedanta through his logical works.  
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Thus we can see that 4th lord being sun and being exalted and also Jupiter and mercury 

placed well from moon, have given the person good learning, intelligence and judgement. 

 

Brihat parasara hora sastra – vol1, chapter 15th  

 

If 4th lord is a movable one, while its lord and mars are in 6th or 8th houses, the native will 

be dumb. 

 

Mother long life/death 

Jataka parijata vol 3 – chapter 12th  

 

 

If venus is of good strength and moon occupying the benefic portion of a sign in Kendra is 

aspected by benefics  and 4th house has ample strength the persons mother will have long 

life. 

 

 

 

When 4th bhava is in 6th or 12th and without strength and when the lagna is occupied by 

malefic then prediction of loss of mother is done. 

 

When the moon is associated with malefic and is in 8th, 12th or 6th house and 4th house has 

malefic in it, then the demise of mother happens. 
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Chart 5 

 

 

 

Analysis: 

From lagna Moon the karaka for mother or 4th house is in the 12th house.  Moon is not 

aspected by malefics. 4th house has malefic aspect of mars and good aspects of Jupiter. 4th 

lord Saturn is with sun an enemy in the 2nd house. Venus is the 7th and 12 lord in the 4th 

house. 

 

From moon the 4th bhava has rahu in it and 4th lord is Saturn and with an enemy sun in the 

3rd house. Venus is the 8th lord from moon and is in 4th house which is not good for mother. 

So due to more of malefic aspects and associations to 4th lord, 4th house the person lost 

mother at an early age. 

 

Mother’s ailment 

 

When the 3rd or 5th bhava has a malefic . when 4th lord is in depression or inimical sign and 

when moon is associated with malefics , then ailments  to mother can be predicted. 
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Chart 6 

 

Analysis:    

In this chart we see that the 5th house has malefic rahu.  

The 4th and 5th lord Saturn is in debilitation. 

Moon is  with mandi and is aspected by mars. 

 

This person’s mother has lot of health issues. Diabetes, back problem, nerve problem. Many 

major health issues in life. 

 

 

Father having external relations 

 

If the 4th lord and 6th lord occupy the 9th house, father will be have sexual relations 

 

Incest with mother 
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If moon is aspected by malefics or sun be in a Kendra and 4th bhava has malefics the person 

born will be guilty of having incest with mother.  

 

Chart 7 

 

 

Analysis: 

Moon is aspected both by Saturn and mars. Though Jupiter aspects moon, still malefic 

aspects are there. 

The 4th house has sun, Saturn and mercury all are enemies.  

From moon 4th bhava , there are no malefic aspects. Venus aspects 4th bhava its own house. 

But 4th lord venus is in between malefics on either side. 

So the person was said to have had a relationship with his own mother. 

 

mother incontinent 

 

 

If moon and mars are in 4th bhava along with the 6th lord , the mother of the person born 

will have had intrigues with another. 
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Mother die with father 

 

 

If the lord of 4th bhava and lagna lord be in trikona positions from their bhavas and lord of 

one of the trikona’s be in lagna, the persons mother will die along with father. 

 

Mother death after father 

 

 

if the lord of 4th,1st and 9th houses are in Kendra or trikona , they will in their dasa and 

subdasa periods lead to death of mother following death of father. 

 

 

Sucking milk of another woman 

 

 

If moon is in unfavourable position with the lord of 3rd house makes a person have breast 

milk from a person other than his mother. 

 

If the 4th and 9th lords are in dusthana and lagna lord is strong it may also lead to the death 

of the parents. 

 

Demise of mother --dasa 
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The lords of the 4th bhava, karaka and planets in the 4th bhava or associated with the 4th. 

Ascertain the malefics among those. During the period of the malefic , the demise of the 

mother can happen. 

 

Happiness  

 

If Jupiter has attained the vaishesikamsa or is in the 4th bhava and when other planets 

occupy 2nd, 11th and 4th houses, the person born will be happy. 

 

Holy works 

 

When the 4th house has aspect of mercury or 4th house is between two benefics or 4th lord 

occupies the navamsa of Jupiter, the person is ever engaged holy works. 

 

Chart 8 

 

 

Analysis: 

The 4th lord is mercury. 4th lord is in house of Jupiter in navamsa. 
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This person has done lot of holy works, like spreading the word about the truth among the 

masses. Made many come to the path. Supported and guided many people from sorrows of 

the world. He preaches scriptures and highly devotional and on the path of moksha. 

 

Unhappiness 

 

If the planet in 4th, planet aspect it and karaka all be strong, person will have happiness. If 

they are in depression, eclipsed they will produce unhappiness. 

Chart 9 

 

 

Analysis: 

From lagna the 4th lord moon and is debilitated. The 4th house has mars which is debilitated. 

Sun is also in 4th house, which is an enemy of mars. Saturn exalted aspects the 4th house. 

But Saturn is an enemy for both mars and sun.  Jupiter aspects the 4th house, but the effect 

is not much. 

So the 4th house, planets in 4th and the karaka moon all are effected.  

This person has no home, his most of life was in sorrow and depressions and bad moods.  
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Deceitful 

 

If the lord of 8th bhava be associated with malefic planet and 4th house be occupied by 

inauspicious planet, the person born will be deceitful. 

 

Analysis:  we can take the chart 9 as reference. 

8th lord is mars and is associated with malefic sun and aspects of Saturn. So it is afflicted. 

4th house has enemies sun and mars which is debilitated. So 4th house is well afflicted.  

This person is not trustworthy. He is known to lie and go back on his words and deceitful in 

nature. 

The conditions are clearly seen in the chart. 

 

Pure minded and calm 

 

When the lord of the 4th house is strong and has attained gopuramsa or is in benfic 

shastiamsha, person born will be pure minded and calm. 

 

Vehicles 

 

when 4th lord and bhava are strong and has benefic aspects, the person is said to have 

vehicles. 

 

 

Moon in 2nd or 4th house with a benefic, the person will have horse conveyances. 
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If moon and venus are  strong and in Kendra or trikona , will give the person conveyance of 

a palanquin. 

 

Kingdom 

 

 

When 4th lord is in 11th or the 4th and mars is in swakeshtra in 11th, it shows acquisition of 

kingdom. 

 

Chart 10 - Akbar  

 

 

Analysis: 

From lagna the 4th lord is Saturn and is in Kendra in lagna. Mars is the 2nd and 7th lord and 

is exalted in the 4th. 

So we see that 4th lord is exalted and there is exalted planet in the 4th house. 

Mars is aspecting the 11th house. 
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Hence Akbar was able to conquer the whole are of northern and central indian under his 

rule. 

 

 

 

If the planet occupying the 4th, the lord of the house and planets aspecting all are in Kendra 

or trikona, or in the 11th house, the person will have mansions properties, bed, apparel, 

friendships of relatives vehicles, fame and happiness. 

 

Knowledge and wealth 

 

 

If mercury is exalted or in swakshetra identical with Kendra or kona from lagna, the person 

will have acquisition of abundant knowledge and wealth. 

 

 

If 4th and 9th lord is in 11th or aspect the 11th person born will have vehicles and abundance 

of all earthly blessings. 

 

Throne 

 

If the lords of 1st, 4th, 9th be in 10th and the lord occupy or aspect the lagna, the effect of 

yoga will be a throne. 
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Misfortune 

 

 

If the 9th and 1st lords are in 4th bhava and 4th lord is in a Kendra, the person experiences 

happiness.  If the 4th lord is in 6th house, then misfortune will befall for the person at the 

hands of an enemy. 

 

 

If the 6th lord is in 9th unaspected by benefics and possessed of strength, the person under 

the dasa of 6th lord has to surrender his fortune to his enemy. 

 

 

In the above mentioned condition if benefic be in conjunction with the lord of 4th house, the 

whole fortune of the person concerned will be with the enemy during the period of 4th lord. 

But if a malefic is associated the fortune will return to the former owner at the end of the 4th 

lord dasa. 

 

Wealth concealed underground 

 

 

If the 2nd and4th occupy with a benefic planet the 9th house, the person born will have 

treasure laid underground. Again if lords of 2nd and 11th are in 4th house with a benefic, it 

gives wealth concealed. 
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Houseless 

 

If rahu is in 4th or mars and sun be in 4th in depression, the person will be houseless. 

Analysis : Please look at chart 9. Here mars is neecha in 4th house with sun. The person 

concerned never enjoyed life at home. He was away from home from childhood  and studied 

in residential schools. Also his family was broken up. 

 

Slip in well/reservoir 

 

If the planets in the 4th are in depression or eclipsed the person born may slip into a 

reservoir or a well. If malefic in 4th house, person experiences misfortunes. If there is 

Saturn, then loss of comfort and happiness. 

 

Houses 

 

If the lord of the 4th house be in 12th, the person will be in a stranger’s house or in foreign 

land or in dilapidated house. If it occupy 8th, there will be no house owned or tenanted. If 

4th lord is in 6th, the person will stay in paternal relation house like uncle or cousin. 

 

Mansions 

 

When the 3rd bhava has a benefic and the lords of 4th and 1st bhava are in strength, the 

person will stay in mansions with encircling walls. 

 

We have seen that fourth house stands for home, comforts, happiness, mother, properties, 

vehicles, wealth, misfortunes, mansions, throne , knowledge, deceitful nature and about 

whether  mother shall die with father or long after. 
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This concludes the article on 4th bhava significations. In next edition of the magazine we 

shall see 5th house. 
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Sarvartha Chintamani - III 
 

We have seen the 2nd chapter of the work which deals with lagna or the first house. Now we 

shall see chapter 3 which deals with second house and its various prospects. 

 

Third House   

 

Sloka 1 -- Third house stands for valour, brothers, medicine, friends, throat, chest, 

education, right ear, eatables and planets. 

 

Loss of Brothers 

 

Sloka 2 -- If the lord of 3rd house and mars are in 8th house and are aspected by malefics 

there is loss of younger brothers. When two are in malefic sign and are aspected by 

malefics, brothers will be born and die. 

 

 

Sloka 5 -- If 3rd house is located between malefics aspected by malefics, associated with 

malefics or with planets in debilitation, 3rd house is without aspect of benefics,leads to 

destruction of brothers. 

 

 

Sloka 11 –if the 3rd lord is in 6th,8th or 12th houses and so also mars is placed, they are in 

association with malefics, there is loss of brothers even though the 3rd lord may be in 

exaltation. 
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Sloka 17 – If the lord of the 3rd house, mars are located in kendras or trinals in their signs 

of exaltation or friendly signs, acquisition of brothers happens. 

 

 

Sloka 24 – if the lord of the 3rd house is the friend of lord of lagna then the person will go 

well with his or her brothers, else thee will be enemity. 

 

Male coborns 

 

Sloka 25 -- If the lord of the 3rd house and mars in odd sign in navamsha and aspected by 

Jupiter or sun or mars located in 3rd house. This leads to male coborns. 

 

 

Sloka 26 -- If 3rd lord and mars are in even signs in navamsa gives rise to sisters. If in 

navamsa of mercury or Saturn then eunuch is born. 

 

Number of brothers  

 

Sloka 27 -- The number of brothers can be determined by the navamsa of the planet in 3rd 

house or from the sign navamsa occupied by the 3rd lord, also from the sign in which mars 

is located. 
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Bravery  

 

Sloka 32 -- One is brave if the lord of the 3rd house occupies navamsa of a benefic planet 

and is with a benefic planet. Similarly if mars is in a benefic house in navamsa it gives 

bravery. 

 

 

Sloka 34 -- If there is sign of a malefic planet in the 3rd house, there is malefic in the third 

house, if lord of 3rd is in malefic house, the native will be courageous only before the battle. 

 

 

Sloka 40 -- If 3rd lord is with sun, the person will be brave, if with moon he will have mental 

patience, with mars he will be fool full of wrath, if with mercury sattvic intellect. 

 

 

Sloka 41 -- if with Jupiter brave and efficient in understanding the sastras, if with venus 

given to sex and gets enraged as a result of sexual disposition. 

 

 

Sloka 42 – if lord of 3rd is with Saturn he is fool, if with rahu he is brave only outwardly, if 

its with ketu or mandi results are the same as with rahu 
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Sloka 43 – if Jupiter is in ascendant with the lord of the 3rd there comes danger of animals. 

If 3rd lord in lagna which is watery sign, then danger from cows is there. There is trouble 

from water also. 

 

 

Sloka 44 – If the 3rd lord in lagna with rahu along with the lord of sign of occupied by rahu, 

the person will be bitten by snakes. 

 

 

Sloka 45 – If there is a planet in debility in the third house or eclipsed or aspected by 

malefics, there is danger from poison. 

 

 

Sloka 46 -- If venus or moon is in the third house in strength, the person will eat from 

valuable utensils and has food in comfort. 

 

 

Sloka 47 – The native suffers from throat problems if malefic planet particularly mandi in 3rd 

house, if its mars person suffers form ear problems. 
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Sloka 48 – If Saturn is in 3rd house with mandi and has no benefic aspect, the person will 

have nerve trouble in the ear. 

 

 

Sloka 50 – If there is a benefic planet in the 3rd house and is aspected by benefic and the 

lord of the 3rd house is with benefics, the person will have ears with ornaments in them. 

 

Third house stands for co-borns, ornaments of ears, bravery, utensils from which food is 

had, diseases of ear and throat etc. if the third lord , third house and aspects to the third 

house and third lord, association to them same are strong, then good results will follow, 

else bad results. 

 

In the next edition of the magazine we shall see chapter 5 of sarvartha chintamani. 
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Papakarthari Yoga 
 

Reference to this yoga is not mentioned in brihad parasara hora sastra or in  any other 

important text like Jataka parijata or phaladeepika. But this yoga has been identified to 

nullify the good effects of any house or planet.  As the name of the yoga suggests, the good 

effects of a house or planet is destroyed to previous births sins or “papa” done.  

 

When a house or planet in a house is flanked by malefics on either side then it is said that 

the house or the planet is having papakarthari yoga. Generally any benefic like moon, 

Jupiter,venus can have papakarthari yoga. The malefics which cause this yoga are  mars, 

Saturn, rahu, ketu, mandi, sun  and mercury based on the association. Mercury becomes a 

malefic or a benefic based on the association. Association with a malefic makes it act like a 

malefic and association with a benefic makes it act like a benefic. 

 

So any benefic planet shall loose its good effects if flanked or either houses by malefics. If 

for example venus is in 3rd house and mars is in 2nd house and 4th house has Saturn, then 

venus is said to have papakarthari yoga. Venus stands for partner so due to this the 

marriage of the person will not be smooth. It may lead to divorce based on other conditions 

also in the chart. Thus the good effects for which the planets stands are lost due to the 

papakarthari yoga. 

 

If any house is flanked by malefics on either side the bad effects of the house will be felt. If 

3rd house has mars and 5th house in a chart has Saturn, then it shows that 4th house has 

papakarthari yoga. This means the significations of the 4th will be problematic. The mother 

of the native may have problems, there may not be happiness at home, no home comforts, 

not good education etc. Thus the good effects of any house may suffer when flanked on 

either side by malefics. This is called Papakarthari Yoga. 

 

This is a very important yoga one needs to consider in predicting the effects of a particular 

house or strength of the planet to give good results in a chart. While checking a horoscope 

to see marriage perspective, one should carefully check the afflictions to the chart by 

papakarthari yoga. This yoga shows what key aspect of life a person is facing troubles with, 

what is the cause of mental unrest in a person can be determined. Lagna can also have 
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papakarthari yoga, which means the person has bad influences and bad people or wrong 

people around him. 

 

Let’s see few examples where individuals have suffered due to the yoga present in the  

chart. 

 

Chart 1 

 

 

Analysis : In the above chart we can see that lagna is leo and flanked on either sides by 

malefics. 12th house has mars and sun and 2nd house has ketu and mandi, which are 

malefics. From moon the 5th house is flanked by malefics on either side. So the 

significations of the 1st house and 5th house suffer in this chart. 

 

Thus this person is influenced by evil forces around. This person has health issues, as lagna 

also stands for health of a person. This person is not god fearing and does not believe in 

doing good actions for benefit of others.  

 

The person is staying away from husband and u can see that venus is flanked by malefics 

on either side. 
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Also the person has only one child and is facing many troubles due to the child. The 5th lord 

Jupiter is also between malefics, this is another reason why the person is suffering due to 

her child also. Not only that this person has lot of mental worries, due to mother and family 

life with husband and child. 

 

Thus we can see that the yoga effected the houses lagna and 5th but married life also was 

effected as all benefics Jupiter and venus and mercury are in between the malefics. So until 

Parihara done, person will suffer in life. 

 

Chart 2 

 

Analysis :  The 4th house has been flanked on either side by mars and Saturn. Mars in the 

3rd house and Saturn and rahu in 5th house have damaged the significations of the 4th 

house. 

This person always faced mental unrest at home. Didn’t have happiness in life. Person had 

all comforts but always felt something lacking from within. Person always felt unhappy and 

not contented with life. There was always no peace at home.  

The person’s mother had to face lot of problems in life and suffer. 

3rd lord is mercury and is also flanked between malefics, so person’s brothers also had to 

undergo sufferings in life. 

9th lord Jupiter Is also flanked between malefics, so father had problems in life too.  

So whole family was surrounded with trails and tribulations, inspite of all comforts in life. 
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Chart 3 

 

 

 

Analysis : In this chart we see that the 3rd house is having mandi and is flanked on either 

side by Saturn and rahu. Saturn is in 2nd house and rahu in the 4th house. From moon the 

11th house is being flanked on either sides.  

 

The person’s sister or brother have lot of problems in life. The person himself will have 

problems of throat and ear. The courage of a person is also less in facing situations in life. 

 

11th house is house of gains, so the person has bad luck in life and can have more losses 

than gains.11th also means elders. So elders in the family also face sufferings. 

 

Mandi located in the 3rd house also worsens the situation for the benefits of third house. 

  

Thus we have through the charts above how papakarthari yoga effects planets and 

significations as well as houses and its significations. 
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Graha Bhava Saara 
 

The 8th chapter of Phaladeepika states the effect of planets in various houses. Bhrigu 

sutram, Brihat jataka of Varahamihira also throws some light on the effects of planets in 

various houses. Based on the above referential texts, lets analyse. 

 

But these results should not be taken as its mentioned in the text, but the chart should be 

well analysed and all factors should be considered and weighed before predictions are made 

on any aspect.  

 

In this edition we shall see Sun and its effects of placement in various houses and also sun 

as an ascendant in various rasi signs and the results of it. 

 

First let’s see what sun stands for, the nature of the planet and influence, before we move 

onto understanding the effects of sun in various house based on house and position of sun 

in the chart. 

 

Sun as a Planet 

Sun represents Sun god. It’s known for royalty, power, strength and vitality. Sun takes 

exactly one year to go around the elliptic. 

   

Sun belongs to kshatriya caste. Face will be large and round. People with sun ruling will 

have honey colored eyes. The stature is average, hair and body color have light shade. Sun 

represents father of the native. Sun represents East Direction and Grishma ritu or summer 

season. In service sun shows government or administration. It governs breath of life and 

offers power of resistance.  

 

It is hot by nature and is masculine and life giving. Sun represents wealth, position, rank, 

publicity, prosperity, health and vitality. Sun governs upper portion of back, heart, right 

eye, bones. 

 

Sun provides a nature of ambitious, proud, frank, generous, magnanimous, humane, firm, 

honourable. Aspire to be rulers and inspire others with ability, they attain positions of trust, 

responsibility and honour. Sun’s gems are ruby and diamond.  
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Sun in Various Houses  

1. Sun in lagna, gives a person less hair. He will get angry, tall in stature, proud and lean 

body. He will be valiant and impatient and cruel hearted. He will have disease of the 

eyes. He will have good conduct and wise. If sun is with benefics then highly learnt. 

 

Note: It’s also said that sun in lagna makes a person spiritually oriented. 

 

Sun in various Houses as Ascendant  

As per bhrigu sutras  Part 2 – chapter I 

Sun in aries makes a person have name and fame but he will suffer from eye disease. 

Sun is the 5th lord for aries lagna. Sun exalted in aries, will bring name and fame. He 

becomes learned as 5th stands for intellectual capacity. So a person becomes highly 

learned. 

 

If lagna at birth be cancer and sun is in lagna, person can have cataract in eyes. The 

person will be knowledgeable. The 2nd lord sun in lagna, will make him learned. He will 

suffer from boils in the body. 

If sun be in leo which is the lagna, the person will be night blind. The person will have 

lordship of some territory. 

If libra be the lagna and sun occupies it then will lead to poverty and loss of children, 

makes a person dignified and devoid of learnings. The 11th lord is sun, debilitation of 

which leads to poverty and losses. 

If sun is in Capricorn the person will have heart diseases.  

If sun is in pisces the native will be subservient to women. 

If sun is in virgo, the native will be father of daughters only. He will loose his wife and 

be ungrateful. For virgo lagna , sun is the 12th lord , so if in lagna aspecting the 7th 

house, causes loss of wife . Its generally seen that virgo native will have more daughters 

than sons. 

  

2.  Sun in 2nd house, makes a person devoid of learning, modesty and riches, will be 

stammering.  

 

The person will suffer with diseases of the mouth. If with benefic then eyes are 

protected. If with malefic person will get eyes disease and has little knowledge of 
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ancient scriptures. If sun is with mercury, the person will stammer in speech. If mercury 

is combust will effect speaking faculty. If lord of the second house is well positioned, the 

person will speak well , will be learned ,will have knowledge of the scriptures and will 

have good eye sight. Diseases in the face can be anticipated. It stands for mouth as 

well, so malefics in 2nd will cause mouth diseases. 

 

Note: Sun in 2nd also means that words can be sharp, outspoken. Face will not be fair in 

complexion. 

 

3. Sun in 3rd house, makes a person strong, bold and valiant, liberal and inimical towards 

his relations. 

 

If sun in the 3rd house his elder brothers would not survive. If associated with benefics 

brothers will prosper. If 3rd lord is strong, brothers live long. If with malefics family will 

be destroyed. 

  

4. Sun in 4th house, the person will have no happiness, no relations, no lands, no friends 

and no house. He will serve the state and spend away his paternal property.  

 

Native will have defective limbs, he will be proud and opposed to public. Mother of the 

native also will have sufferings. Will effect domestic happiness. 

 

Note: The person’s father will be strict and may not have good relations with father. 

 

5. Sun in 5th from lagna, the person born will be bereft of happiness, children and riches. 

He will be intelligent and travel foreign regions. His life will be short. 

 

He will become a devotee of sun god or shiva. If sun is strong in fifth will have good 

sons. Person will be diplomatic. 

 

Note: The person will have sharp intellect to grasp the truth of scriptures. This family 

will have name and fame. 
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6. Sun in 6th, the person born will become like a king, famous, good qualities, wealthy and 

victorious. 

 

The person will belong to lower caste, he will have many enemies, will be financially 

good, will wander in jungles and take interest in chanting mantras. He will have good 

reputation but will have mental worries. If with benefic will enjoy good health. Father 

will also posses weak constitution. If sun is located in its own house in 6th good results 

should be expected. Person will have bad health. 

 

Note: From spiritual perspective, sun in 6th means a person lacks proper knowledge of 

the truth. It’s not a good position for sun. Body may have heat related problems. 

 

7. Sun in 7th, the person will incur the wrath of government and will be deformed. He will 

be wandering, without a wife and suffer humiliation. 

 

Marriage will take place late. He will not respect the opposite sex. He will have sexual 

relations with people other than his wife. He will be witty and fond of non-veg food. If 

sun is in its own house, then he shall have only one wife. Same part of the body will be 

afflicted. 

 

Note: Married life will not be smooth. Partner will be from royal family. 

 

8. Sun in the 8th, makes a person loose wealth, friends, he will not be long lived, will have 

defective eye sight. 

Native will have few children, Will suffer from chronic ailments of the body, will have less 

wealth and cattle. He will suffer from diseases of secret organs. 

 

Note : The person may have problems due to fire as sun stands for fire. He will be 

proven to fire accidents or burns. Body will be hot in nature. Cannot withstand sun for 

long, prone to fevers frequently. It is not a good position for a person to attain spiritual 

knowledge. It shows that one lacks the grace of sun god. 

 

9. Sun in 9th, the person will loose his father, he will have children and relations and will 

revere god and Brahmins. 
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Will be religious minded, inimical to father, wealthy, interested in religious rites and 

ceremonies, devoted to god. If sun is neecha then person’s father will not live long. 

 

10. Sun in 10th, the person will have sons, vehicles, intelligence, wealth, strength and fame. 

He will be like a king. 

 

He will have distinctive achievements in education sphere by 18th years. He will be 

famous and quiet capable of learning well. If more planets in 10th or aspecting 10th he 

will be liked by king. He will be pious, brave, valarious and have good reputation. If 

exalted he will build temples, reservoirs and protect Brahmins. If associated with 

malefic, obstruction in career, evil deeds, misconduct, immoral, sinful. 

 

Note: The person will have power and position and raise high in profession. 

 

11. Sun in 11th, makes a person wealthy and long lived. He will be a king, will have no 

sorrow. Person will be diplomatic. 

 

Native will have substantial income from agricultural operations. He will have 

conveyances.  

 

Note: Person will benefit from his father. 

 

12. Sun in 12th, the person born will hate his father. His eye sight will be defective and he 

will have no wealth and children. Sometimes loss of father can also happen. 

 

Person will suffer from appendicitis. Wasting money on undesirable purposes. Loss of 

wealth and native will be away from home. If benefics aspect he will enjoy bed comforts. 

Person will have lean body and will be victorious in battle fields. 

 

In this edition we have seen the results of sun being the various houses in a chart. Based 

the planetary association and aspects of the sun, the effects will vary and the predictions 

should be made taking all this into consideration, with an overall idea of the chart. 
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Horoscope Analysis 
 

Swami Jayendra Saraswati 

The Lord says in Gita that whenever dharma is falling down and adharma is on the rise, 

then he will take advent on earth. What if the definition of dharma itself was truly vanishing 

from earth? This was what happened in the form of wrong interpretations of the scriptures 

as well as total negation of the scriptures. It was during this time that Sankara took advent 

on Earth. This great master of Adi Sankaracharya is inevitable to all those who follow the 

scriptures irrespective of whether they agree with Sankara’s views or refute Sankara’s 

views. Sankara gave us the right interpretation of the scriptures in such a way that it will 

never again be lost to the world – through his commentaries. But Sankara knew that just 

writing books will be enough; majority of people in the world are used to just theoretical 

knowledge, with no implementation whatsoever. Therefore in order to ensure that 

everybody implements the teachings of the scriptures in their day-to-day life, Sankara set 

up the various Sankara mutts. Though controversy is there with respect to whether Kanchi 

is one of the mutts founded by Sankara or an offshoot from one of the mutts 

created/founded by Sankara. It isn’t important for us to go into these controversies but it is 

important to know that this Sankara mutt has been serving humanity for a long period of 

time. 

 

Through these mutts, Sankara ensure that normal dharma is also followed along with 

supreme dharma of moksha. And whenever people have doubts, they approach the set of 

Sankaracharyas who come from one generation to another – who are realized masters and 

therefore able to dispel all doubts from the minds of people.  

 

One such acharya who gets into more controversies and is known for those rather than for 

his greatness is the current pontiff of Kanchi, Jayendra Saraswati Swamigal. Swamigal 

visited Sadguru Mata Amritanandamayi Devi and got her blessings (Brahmins consider it 

taboo to touch women or much less interact with them like a normal worldly person does). 

This itself is enough to show that this great master is beyond all rules and is truly a brahma 

jnaani. The very presence of such brahma jnaanis is enough to remove dharma from our 

minds and make us focused on dharma (both normal and ultimate) so that eventually we 

will be able to attain the goal of moksha here and now itself. 
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Let’s try to analyze the chart of this great master (and try to learn from this master to 

remain ever blissful at all times). 

 

Chart  

 

 

Analysis :    

 

Second house and lagna lord Saturn is the 2nd house, the house is also aspected by Jupiter. 

This shows word power. Thus he could influence the masses with his speech and create 

transformation in them. Venus aspects the 2nd house and moon this is another factor why 

swamigal has a smiling face always in spite all the difficulties at the mission and health 

issues. 

 

Venus and moon aspects also made swamigal soft at heart and a compassionate master. 

Lord of moon is Saturn and is with Saturn in rasi chart. This is indication of sanyaasa yoga. 

In navamsa chart as well the moon is in house of mars, all indicating sanyaasa yoga. 

 

From moon we see that 5th house lord is in his own house which is mercury. Thus swamigal 

was highly intellectual and sharp. Jupiter also aspects mercury making swamigal highly 

devotional. Many planets influencing show the mental capacity. From lagna the 5th lord is 
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also aspected by multiple planets. Swamigal was adept in Vedanta and works on it. He was 

a scholar and well learned in all sastras.5th lord venus is very strong is vargottama. 

 

From lagna the tenth house has Jupiter and mars. This shows that swamigal was orthodox. 

Jupiter in lagna suggests that swamigal spread the truth in our scriptures far and wide 

through his preachings. Mars the lord of 4th and 11 is vargottama and is in 10th house. 

Hence swamigal became pontiff of prestigious Kanchi sankara mutt. 

 

Swamigal has faced opposition from many people which can be seen as 6th lord mercury in 

its own house from lagna and 6th having sun from moon. But 6th house having sun made 

him victorious over all his enemies. We know that swamigal was put in prison for no fault of 

his. Being a great mahatma, he accepted it smilingly as well.  

 

Bandhana yoga is present in swamigal’s chart due to which he had to face imprisonment. 

From moon the lord of the moon sign Saturn and the 6th lord moon both are together. This 

condition leads to bandhana yoga. 

 

The 3rd lord from lagna is a benefic Jupiter it is in Kendra and with mars, which is in 

vargottama. This gave swamigal enough strength to face all adversities with a smiling face. 

 

7th and the 10th house having planets is partial chatursagara yoga. Hence swamigal travelled 

to many places too. Three planets in vargottama, lagna lord strongly placed have given 

strength to the chart. Lagna being aspected by mars, made him bold and strong.  
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Tyagaraja 
 

 

 

Devotion is an emotion of the mind. When emotional mind visualizes about the object of 

love deeply, when it urges to be with the object of love, when mind wants to become one 

with the beloved, then devotional signings overflows as an expression of love towards the 

object of love  or ishta devatha . It’s the same case in both worldly love and supreme love. 

We know of legendary love stories of people like laila majnu and so on. So what makes this 

supreme love different to the love we know of? In supreme love the object of love is 

personified with all noble qualities, its also our very nature. Thus contemplating on it one 

becomes one with our true self. In worldly love we see that the object is limited and has 

limited capabilities so our love also cannot be pure. As AMMA says selfless love is true love, 

loving just for the sake of love. 

 

Let’s see how using a horoscope we can determine a true bhakta? What brings about the 

emotional and devotional aspects in a person and how can we determine the spiritual 

aspects of it.  Mind is represented by moon and 5th house. The location of the heart, which 

is said to have feeling of compassion is 4th house. Karaka for 4th and 5th is moon and 

Jupiter. 

 

Analysis  

Lagna lord in lagna shows that he had strong character. Moon in lagna makes a person 

more emotional in nature, with mood swings. Their character and behaviour is based on the 

mind. Ketu in lagna means a person is spiritual. Ketu with moon also gives a moody person 
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with fluctuating mind. The various bhavas demonstrated by the person while singing and 

composing songs can be explained by this combination in lagna. As ketu and rahu in the 

lagna the body was weak and not sturdy, this can be understood as the master performed 

austerities seeking ishwara. 

 

Singing is due to venus and the 2nd lord. Here we see that 2nd lord id exalted and is in the 

10th house with mercury which is 3rd lord. This shows that tyagaraja composed many songs. 

Mercury stands literary works. Being the 3rd lord it made tyagaraja swami a writer. 3rd lord 

in 10th gave his profession to a composer of songs, or that people know him through his 

composition and works. 2nd lord in 10th exalted shows that he considered whole world as his 

home and strived for the betterment of the society through his works. It makes a person 

very famous for his works.  

 

Venus in the 11th aspecting the 5th house made him a poet. Venus is the planet which 

bestows singing to a person, venus aspecting the 5th house made him emotional and 

passionate person. 5th and 10th lord is mars and is yogakaraka for cancer sign. Yogakaraka 

is in 12th house, which is house of moksha. This made him attain moksha. This is a clear 

indication that his yoga is in attaining moksha. 5th lord in 12th also means that the person 

constantly thinks about the goal of moksha. Its very good and apt position of the 5th lord for 

people who seek moksha. 5th lord in the 11th house also means that all his desires will be 

fulfilled. All the desires and needs of  devotte are taken care by the lord himself, which is 

clearly shown here.  

 

Due to afflictions to the 7th house by rahu and also due to Saturn being with venus, his 

married life was not successfully and his wife expired soon. 7th lord in 11th also means 

multiple marriages and hence not good for marriage. 

 

Saturn aspects the moon, this is a sanyaasa yoga. Hence we see that tyagaraja swami lead 

a spiritual life for uplifting himself to attain moksha and didn’t focus on worldly life much. 

His chart clearly shows that its not suitable for married life. Indications of renunciate life are 

there. 
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As we can see moon is strong in its own house ,the 5th house is aspected by venus , hence a 

creative mind can be seen for tyagaraja swami, mars the yogakaraka is in 12th house of 

moksha. So all these made him traverse the path of moksha. 

 

5th aspected by venus brings the emotional aspect in a person and leads to passionate 

singing. The lord of the sign of 5th house where venus is posted is in 12th house, making him 

write songs and sing.His mental strength is great due to moon and mars. We can also see 

that swami was brave to avoid all the offerings and attractions on his way. The 3rd lord is 

with an exalted planet sun  in Kendra, has made him brave.  Spiritual path is only for brave 

and courageous people and we can see this aspect in swami’s chart as well.  

 

Saturn aspecting the 5th house give sarcasm which is clearly reflected in his works on the 

lord. As the lord of 5th house is mars, we can see swami demanding ishwara to come before 

him and style of writing shows an aggressive and demanding bhakta, who cannot wait any 

longer to see the lord and hence prevails upon him to come as soon as possible. Such 

nature of his mind is clearly brought out in the bhajans. 

 

Tyagaraja swami was one of the trinity of carnatic music , whom the music world is 

indebted to, his works and devotion are unparralled and will be remembered by generations 

to come. He showed to the world that music is a way to reach god , it is the song of the 

heart. He re defined and made people understand the significance of music in life and for a 

seeker to reach his goal. 
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Anukramaanika 
 

1. Editorial 

2. Jyothisha Vivaranam - This can be called Jyothisha 101 or a simple beginner's guide to 

learning astrology gradually. 

3. Bhava Vivaranam – analysis of various bhavas (a continuing series). 

4. Sarvartha Chintamani – a brief analysis of the slokas/work of sarvartha chintamani (a 

continuing series). 

5. Papakarthari Yoga – analysis of the yoga of papakarthari (when a house or planet is 

sandwiched between malefic houses). 

6. Griha Bhava Sara – effects of various planets in various houses. 

7. Horoscope analysis - brief analysis of the horoscope of a renowned person. 

8. Tyagaraja – analysis of the horoscopes. 

 

Opinions and Questions regarding anything in this magazine are welcome. 

Suggestions to make this magazine better through requesting of articles on specific topics 

are also welcome. 

 

 

 

 


